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Data



Exercise 1 

1. What is a measured model?

2. What is a structural equation model (SEM)? 

Ye et al., 2018



Leskinen, 2005



Gråstén, 2014



Exercise 2 

Design a SEM model using the self-report 
variables below.  



The intercept 
represents the 
predicted value of y 
when the latent 
variable (Enjoyment) 
is equal to 0.

A residual is the 
difference between the 
observed value and the 
mean value that the 
model predicts for that 
observation. .



Data Requirements

Sample Size

Kenny, 2014

Models for which there is an upper limit on N (e.g., countries 

or years as the unit), 200 might be an unrealistic standard.

Lower sample sizes can be used for
➢ models with no latent variables

models where all loadings are fixed (usually to 
one)

➢ models with strong correlations
➢ simpler models 

200 (subjects) is seen as a goal for SEM research.



Data Requirements

Outliers & missing values
➢ violate the model fit
➢ skewed estimates
➢ maximum likelihood

Kenny, 2014

Normal distribution
➢ identification of the model
➢ model fit
➢ reliable estimates

Multicollinearity
➢ identification
➢model fit



Exercise 3 

1. Review your data. Does it meet the 
requirements for SEM?  

2. How should your data be prepared for SEM? 

Tips:
1. Check the normality.
2. Check the outliers.
3. Check the missing values. 
4. Check the correlations.
5. Check the means and standard deviations.
6. Poor data can’t be fixed through modeling! 



Five Steps of Model Development

Kline 2010; Hoyle 2011; Byrne 2013

5. Model modification: adjusts the model to 
improve model fit

4. Model evaluation: assesses model performance 
or fit

3. Parameter estimation: coefficients can be only 
estimated if identified

2. Model identification:  to check if the model is 
identified

1. Model specification: the hypothesized 
relationships among the variables in an SEM based 
on one’s knowledge



Model Fit Indices 

Brown & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999

Tucker-Lewis index (TLI): proposes a fit index independent of 
sample size (> .90)

Comparative fit index (CFI): the amount of variance that has 
been accounted for in a covariance matrix. It ranges from 0.0 to 
1.0 (> .95)

Standardized root mean square residual (SRMR): similar 
as RMSEA (< .09)

Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA): a 
“badness of fit” index where 0 indicates the perfect fit and higher 
values indicate the lack of fit (< .06)

Chi-square test (χ2): χ2 tests the hypothesis that there is a 
discrepancy between the model-implied covariance matrix and the 
original covariance matrix. The non-significant discrepancy is 
preferred (p > .05)



Model Fit Indices 

Kline 2010; Hoyle 2011

Akaike information 
criterion (AIC): AIC offers 
a relative estimation of the 
information lost when the 
given model is used to 
generate data 

Bayesian information 
criterion (BIC): BIC is an 
estimation of how parsimonious 
a model is among several 
candidate models



Mplus version 8.8



Preparations for Session 2
15th Feb at 3-5 pm

➢ Review the content of the first session

Further readings: 
Fan et al. (2016). Applications of structural equation modeling (SEM) in 
ecological studies: an updated review. Ecological Processes 5:19. doi: 
10.1186/s13717-016-0063-3


